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ABSTRACT
In this paper we introduce the GameCreator an Internet platform that enables consumers to create and download their own mobile java games on the Internet without any programming skills, totally from scratch, or by adjusting a preconfigured ready made top game. Further, we shed light on the motivational aspects of self-created mobile games, and discuss the challenge of toolkit design for heterogeneous user groups. As self-created games are unique and an expression of oneself, they may be used as personal gift, invitation, or personal message. A new genre of mobile games - “Game Messaging” may emerge. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Mobile gaming in general is gaining popularity among youth. 2004, world wide sales exceeded the one billion US dollar limit, with close to two billion US dollar expected this year [1]. Currently, mobile games are either designed by professional game firms like Elkware, Davilex, and Gameloft, or by highly skilled java programmers, often organized in sponsored developers communities such as Forum Nokia Pro, and Siemens Developers Village.
In contrast, in this paper we introduce the GameCreator an Internet platform that enables consumers to create and download their own mobile java games on the Internet without any programming skills totally from scratch or by adjusting a preconfigured ready made top game (Figure 1). The GameCreator provides users with the opportunity to customize and develop game components via a graphical user interface, which requires no programming expertise. Every consumer gets its personal game according to its individual needs. Hence, not only playing, but also the construction of characters and storylines even new game logics may be a rewarding experience. 
First, we describe the GameCreator concept and the toolkit approach as underlying theory for this Internet-based mobile gaming platform. Then, we introduce different motives driving consumers to create their own games. We argue that self-created games compared to ready-made games provide additional benefits that outweigh the effort needed for the creation of an individual mobile game. Further we argue that the heterogeneity of the potential user group, strongly varying in its capabilities, motivations, and expectations to create own games, asks for different user modes of the GameCreator. Following, we give an overview of the empirical study currently under progress, and discuss the benefits and drawbacks of running an online community centered around the GameCreator.

Figure 1: GameCreator Portal
GAMECREATOR CONCEPT
As shown in innovation research, even if consumers are motivated and know what they want, often, they are not capable to express their ideas and requirements for their individual product [23]. What is missing is a toolkit that allows consumers to transfer their knowledge into real products in an easy and fast way. According to von Hippel and Katz [24], such a toolkit must allow:
	 User-friendly operation: the user finds his way intuitively. The tool is clearly structured. 
	Offer module libraries: basic functionality, that allows for a simple and efficient creation of new products. Users fall back on ready-made routines and designs, so that they do not have to start always from scratch. 
	Provide „trial and error“ functionality: the participants can improve their product by playing around with them through test runs on the computer. They learn to better evaluate the design while going through several iterations.
	Define a possible Solution Space: there exists a predefined solution space, in which the user can become creative, to ensure that the program is executable.
The GameCreator concept adopted the toolkit approach in the field of mobile phone games. The basic principles and functionalities of toolkits were translated into a software that facilitates the creation of mobile games on the Internet. 
In line with the open source concept [3, 11, 25], but as an extending feature to the toolkit approach, the GameCreator is embedded in an own online community. Thus, contributions by innovative gamers can be stored in a library leading to a continuously growing pool of available components. Games and components can be passed on easily between users, facilitating the adoption of other users’ contributions as well as collaborative development between users, organized in clans. The community feature of the toolkit does not only provide the common toolset of online communities allowing for user-to-user communication, e.g. chats and bulletin boards, or text based contributions, e.g. recommendations, product evaluations and voting tools, but it also enables users to exchange and jointly develop actual product prototypes. 
Basically, the GameCreator consists of three main parts: a web based toolkit, the game engine and a server based build management. These three components are realized by applying different JAVA technologies. The web based toolkit enables the user to set up an individual mobile java game without having programming skills. The integrated wizard leads the user through the build process and provides an easy-to-use interface. 

To satisfy heterogeneous user needs and skills, the wizard provides three different modes: the easy mode for a fast and easy result - 3 clicks to an individual game; the advanced mode for additional functionality; and the master mode for a maximum degree of freedom by writing real code (Figure 2).
		
Easy Mode	Advanced Mode	Master Mode
Figure 2: Three Different User Modes

 When beginning a new game, the user can select one of the predefined templates or can start a blank game in the master mode. At any time she can switch between easy and advanced and from easy and advanced to master mode. As not every user shows interest to spent time and effort in creating her own game, GameCreator also offers ready-to-download games. 
One main toolkit component is the integrated live-preview. This JAVA applet simulates the current development status of the game in a 100% realistic way and is being updated after every single user action. Normally, the preview runs in demo mode, where random key-events are released. But the user has the additional opportunity to really play and test her game in this preview, or to stop it entirely. 
The game engine is based on the JAVA 2 Micro Edition, and supports MIDP1 (Mobile Information Device Protocol) and MIDP2 so that nearly all java enabled mobile devices are supported by the GameCreator. As display sizes vary seriously among mobile devices, the game engine supports the actual resolution individually. The individual game application doesn’t exist of static JAVA classes but is generated dynamically.
This generation is part of the server based build management. As mentioned before, every game application is being created dynamically. Internally, games are represented in a specific script language. Every time a user requests the download of a game, the build management compiles the script interpretation in JAVA code which is being compiled in class files afterwards. These files together with all disposed images get packed into a jar-file which can be interpreted by mobile devices. The building process is illustrated in Figure 3. 

Figure 3: Building Process

The main benefit of this architecture is the easy expansion capability. New game modes can be added by just providing new game templates. User’s degree of freedom can additionally be increased by expanding image or function libraries. Another benefit is the dynamic build management which maintains a lean application. Only used images and functionalities (JAVA classes) get packed into the final jar archive.
The GameCreator portal offers a new possibility for self-created mobile phone games. But why should gamers be interested to create their own games if there exists a sheer unlimited number of ready-made games at acceptable prices. 
Self-created mobile games may provide additional benefits not offered by ready-made games that outweigh the effort needed for the creation of an individual mobile game. Only if the derived benefit is greater than the experienced effort, gamers may be willing to create their own games. 
GAMERS MOTIVATION
The phenomenon that consumers are motivated to create and proud of their own products can be observed in several areas of youth culture. For example, teenagers customize their shoes or paint their bags. They modify their skateboards or bikes. In addition, computer games like “The Sims” are successful because they offer heavy customization tools and allow users to share their created components with others [9, 10, 18, 20]. 
The GameCreator offers two major benefits: individualization - personalized games offer users the possibility to show their uniqueness and create their own identity, and fun - not only playing but also creating the game provides enjoyment for consumers. According to MobileYouth2003 [16], teenagers express strong preferences for products that provide fun and individualization. These two factors are considered as central aspects strongly affecting their purchasing decision. 
The GameCreator offers various sources of value: 1) hedonic value of self-creation process, 2) utility of self-created games, 3) social value through peer-group interaction, and 4) symbolic value of self-created game. 
Hedonic Value of Self-Creation Process: Creating a new game may be considered as playful, challenging, and exiting activity itself instead of pure effort. Gamers may build up and dive in a fictitious world evolving out of their fantasy. The GameCreator provides an opportunity to escape from bland reality and to explore an adventurous virtual world. Further, the creation of a new game may provide a sense of independence, control, and self-efficacy as consumers become capable to create their own game, and being able to demonstrate proficiency [13]. Gamers may experience a state of flow, a highly positive compelling experience, reached when a performed task is neither too easy nor too difficult, but exactly corresponds to a person’s skills [5]. Hence, it may not be the outcome, but the activity itself creative gamers derive the main benefit from. 
Utility of Self-Created Games: The individual game may be superior to ready-made games as it exactly corresponds to the gamers personal needs [7]. Gamers may determine the logic, look and feel and level of difficulty of the mobile game. They may integrate themselves, friends, or other persons relevant to them in the game. For example, oneself as hero may fight against an unpopular teacher. Games suddenly gain a personal meaning, gamers feel emotionally attached to, and are proud of [8]. Further, every game can be tested on the Internet before it will be downloaded. As gamers know what they get, the risk of purchase is reduced. 
Social Value of Peer-Group Interaction: Gamers may derive benefit from meeting, communicating, and interacting with friends, and from sharing ideas and knowledge with all those interested in self-created games. Moreover, within their peer group, gamers may gain recognition for their self-created games; highly skilled game designers may become famous, while less capable game-designers may serve an important function admiring the real freaks and taking on the role of fans [19]. Further, community specific games with self defined rules and special context may help to build a team spirit, while at the same time, they help to differentiate from gamers outside of the peer group. As the GameCreator offers the possibility to jointly develop new mobile games. Gaming-clans may emerge, where its members collectively work on the development of new mobile games. Hence, the GameCreator itself may be the nucleus for consumers sharing the passion of self-created mobile games. 
Symbolic Value: McCracken [14] states that in our world products serve as mean to express someone’s individual lifestyle, ideals, create notions of the self and create social change. According to Levy [12], “people buy things not only for what they can do, but also for what they mean.” Self-created games may serve as symbol to express oneself, signaling to be different and to stand out from the mass. They may help teenagers to create their own identity [6]. Further, self-created games may be predestinated for gift-giving as they show that one thought about someone else, and spend certain amount of time and effort to create a unique gift that can not be bought or received somewhere else. As a self-created game is very special and unique, it might be sent and shown to friends or relatives. 
GAMERS’ HETEROGENITY
A review of related literature suggests that users’ personal characteristics influence their motivations, expectations and usage behavior. Depending on a person’s personality, level of skills, involvement, and experience relating to mobile gaming and programming, the use experience e.g. perceived enjoyment and derived benefits, as well as the usage behavior e.g. frequency and intensity of use, and preferred mode of game creation may vary considerably [2]. For one user the GameCreator may be too complex - leading to confusion and frustration, while too easy for the other – leading to boredom and apathy [17]. Our first user acceptance test held in June 2004 at Klagenfurt University, Austria has shown that the potential target group of the GameCreator is very heterogeneous in its needs and expectations. Three main user groups have been identified: Mobile Internet Crossover users (M-I-X), Gamers, and Freaks (Table 1). The three different user modes – easy, advanced and master offered by the GameCreator have been tailored to the identified user groups. 

Target Group	M-I-X User	Gamer	Freak
User Mode	Easy	Advanced	Master
Characteristic	Novice or occasional gamer Kids and open-minded people of any ageCurios	Schoolboys and adolescents (9-18 years)Strong identification with mobile games Early adoption of latest mobile phone devices and games No programming skills	Computer nerdModerate to high programming skillsEnjoys problem solving Predominantly male (13-25 years)Bored from pure gamingSpends lot of time with gaming
Expectations	EntertainmentVariety Seeking Distraction 	FunLet out fantasyGroup belongingness and being different at same time 	ChallengeRecognitionStatusShow and gain knowledge
Usage Behavior	Download of preconfigured games Game as gift for special occasions 	Individualization of gamesCreation and adaptation of characters and surroundingsComments on gamesActive community members	Creation of top-gamesDevelopment of new game logics
Table 1: Overview of Identified User Groups

M-I-X User: Mobile Internet crossover users are consumers which so far did not download mobile games. Occasionally, they might have played pre-configured games like snake. In principle, they are open-minded towards new technologies, curious about new offerings, and looking for entertainment. M-I-X users want their game within 3 clicks, and are not willing to spend time on learning how to navigate the GameCreator. Nevertheless, they are interested in customized games, using them as personal gift or message. The easy mode refers to the needs of M-I-X users. 
Gamer: Approximately 15-19% of the 10 million teenagers in Germany are regular mobile gamers (BWCS 2002). They identify themselves with mobile gaming and possess the newest handhelds and games. For them, creating their own game instead of mainstream games means being different but at the same time belonging to a strong community. They derive fun from determining the game logic e.g. shoot-’em-up, jump and run, or puzzle, choosing and designing different characters e.g. race cars, heroes, villains or fantasy creatures, integrating a digital-photo of themselves or their friends, and adjusting the number of lives, difficulty and screens according to the individual gusto. These gamers are enabled to create their own games without any programming expertise. In addition gamers enjoy the offered community functionality. They participate in game competitions, evaluate and improve games created by others, invent new stories other games are built around, or just chat with their friends. The advanced mode addresses the needs of regular mobile gamers
Freak: Freaks possess java-programming skills and are interested in game design. For them, the GameCreator offers an easy-to-learn and easy-to-use scripting language, allowing them to encounter challenging tasks and to demonstrate their know-how, without being a real java-expert. This by far smallest group of enthusiasts is able to contribute top games. Similar to open-source projects, such freaks have the possibility to become famous within their community, and receive recognition and admiration for their creations. The master mode intends to attract real freaks.
DISCUSSION AND FURTHER STEPS OF REALIZATION
In this paper we introduced the GameCreator concept, shed light on the motivational aspects of self-creation, and discussed the challenge of toolkit design for heterogeneous user groups. We argued that an Internet platform like the GameCreator empowering users with no programming skills to create their own mobile games offers additional sources of value; regular mobile gamers, as well as new customer segments, so far not interested in mobile gaming may be attracted by. Self-created games are very special and an expression of oneself. Therefore, they will be sent and shown to friends and relatives, and may be used as personal gift, invitation, or personal message. Maybe, a new genre of games - “Game Messaging” - will arise [21]. As the GameCreator offers the possibility to jointly develop new mobile games, it may become the nucleus for consumers forming a mobile gaming – online crossover community. 
While first user-acceptance-tests confirmed the market appeal of self-created mobile games, critical aspects may come up when running the GameCreator: how to deal with property rights, with copyright, and protection of minor for user generated games [4]? Clear and transparent terms of use and rules of conduct, accepted by the users will be essential. While “sophistication of a game is not necessarily the key to success in the mobile arena” [15], one have to keep in mind that the performance of self-created games can not keep up with high-end games developed by a team of professional programmers and optimized for each mobile phone. General compatibility may be difficult as MIDP implementations for certain mobile phones seem not to work as specified. Nevertheless, the toolkit approach in combination with an online community seems to be very promising for the generation of new games. 
Currently, we prepare a large friendly-user trial to empirically investigate who will use the GameCreator platform and why. Further we intend to shed light on the typical usage behavior. 600-800 visitors of mobile gaming portals such as www.handy.de, and www.cosmplay.de will be invited to create their own game using the GameCreator, and to take part on a survey afterwards. The participants expectations, attitude, use experience, and intended future usage of the GameCreator will be examined by applying a model similar to technology acceptance models [22], and using a structural equation model for the analysis. Our model assumes that the users’ intention to use and the actual future usage of the Game Creator depend on the perceived value and ease of use, experienced during the test which in turn are influenced by the GameCreator’s quality such as intuitive navigation, professional look, and degree of design freedom and the user’s personal characteristics such as programming skills, mobile gaming expertise, gaming and programming involvement, and participation motives. By the time of the DIGRA conference, we will be able to present the GameCreator portal, as well as first results of our research. 
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